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Abstract—It is inevitable to train large deep learning
models on a large-scale cluster equipped with acceler-
ators system. Deep gradient compression would highly
increase the bandwidth utilization and speed up the
training process but hard to implement on ring struc-
ture. In this paper, we find that redundant gradient
and gradient staleness has negative effect on training.
We have observed that in different epoch and different
steps, the neural networks focus on updating different
layers and different parameters. In order to save more
communication bandwidth and preserve the accuracy
on ring structure, which break the restrict as the node
increase, we propose a new algorithm to measure the
importance of gradients on large-scale cluster imple-
menting ring all-reduce based on the size of the ratio
of parameter calculation gradient to parameter value.
Our importance weighted pruning approach achieved
64× and 58.8× of gradient compression ratio on AlexNet
and ResNet50 on ImageNet. Meanwhile, in order to
maintain the sparseness of the gradient propagation, we
randomly broadcast the index of important gradients
on each node. While the remaining nodes are ready
for the index gradient and perform all-reduce update.
This would speed up the convergence of the model and
preserve the training accuracy.
I. Introduction
Recently, deep learning have driven tremendous
progress in computer vision, natural language processing,
and forecasting. In order to have better performance,
deeper and bigger models [1] has trained on larger dataset
which large-scale distributed training improves the pro-
ductivity of training deeper and larger models [2]–[6].
However, training on large-scale dataset on distributed
system also brought up some split-new problems. The
extensive gradients and parameter synchronization ex-
tend communication time, which has led to the need
for high-end bandwidth solutions for building distributed
systems( [7]–[10]). However, to improve the training rate,
the bandwidth and computing resource utilization are the
major challenge for training deep learning model on large-
scale distributed system. Synchronous stochastic gradient
descent [11] is the most popular approach to scaling
ImageNet( [12]) training. However, to scale synchronous
stochastic gradient descent required to increase the batch
size requiring faster bandwidth. Many large-scale HPC
solutions require Infiniband [13] to guarantee the com-
munication bandwidth. Deep gradient compression ( [14])
has significantly reduce the communication baxndwidth
based on traditional distribution cluster by introducing
momentum correction, local gradient clipping, momen-
tum factor masking and warm-up training. However, deep
gradient compression adopted on centralized deployment
mode which the bottleneck is the high communication cost
on the central nodes. [15] has proved that ring all-reduce
approach came to have better performance on utilize the
bandwidth resources. However, deep gradient compression
would restricted by the increasingly dense gradient when
the number of training nodes grows on ring structure
and sorting according to the size of the gradient results
in slower convergence rate. Many methodologies have
proved to have weak performance on ring structure which
restricted the development of large-scale deep learning
training.
In this work, we propose importance weighted pruning
on ring all-reduce structure to highly utilize the bandwidth
and preserve the training accuracy. We build our large-
scale distributed training cluster without using Infiniband
and high-end GPUs(we only use NVIDIA GTX 1080ti)
which have saved a lot of cost. We have observed that
in different epoch and different step, the neural network
focuses on updating different layers and different parame-
ters. We further propose layer-wise method to determine
the importance of gradient of each layer and send the
selected influential gradient to update, leaving gradients
accumulation locally to highly utilize the bandwidth. Dur-
ing the training process, as the learning rate continues to
decrease, the judgment of the importance of the gradient
is getting higher.
II. Related Work
Researchers have proposed many approaches to acceler-
ate distributed deep learning training process. Distributed
synchronous Stochastic Gradient Descent (SSGD) is com-
monly adopted solution for parallelize the tasks across
machines. Message exchange algorithm would also speed
up training process by make full use of the communication
resources. [16] utilizing the characteristics of deep learning
training process, using different learning rate for different
layers based on the norm of the weights(||w||) and the
norm of the gradients(||∇w||) for large batch training. The
ratio of weights and gradients ( ||w||||∇w|| ) varies significantly
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for different layers. But it is get a equal learning rate on
the same layer and it doesnâĂŹt distinguish the different
learning rate for the same layers because the ratio of
weights and gradients ( ||w||||∇w|| ) varies significantly for same
layers.
Deep Gradient Compression Deep gradient com-
pression implementing momentum correction and local
gradient pruning on top of gradient sparseness to maintain
model performance and save communication bandwidth.
However, [14] copies in computing workers are trained
in parallel by applying different subsets of data on cen-
tralized parameter server. Centralized distributed cluster
restricted by the number of the nodes growth in which
case indicated the limit of the training rate. However,
implementing deep gradient compression on large-scale
ring reduce structure would restricted by the node in-
creases. Because as the number of ring nodes increases, the
gradient on each node becomes denser as the ring reduce
is performed, so network bandwidth cannot be saved. So
if we took the top1% gradient on each node. As the node
passes gradients to another, the worst case is that the top
k gradient is 2%. As the number of nodes increases, the
gradient carried by the nodes will continue become denser.
Therefore, we believe that the deep gradient compression
lost the meaning of spreading the sparse gradient.
Gradient Quantization and Sparsification Quan-
tizing the gradients to low-precision values reduce the
communication bandwidth by cutting down the whole
model which usually sacrifice a lot of precision ,like [17].
[18] proposed 1-bit SGD to reduce gradients transfer data
size and achieved 10ÃŮ speedup in traditional speech
applications. [19] proposed threshold quantization to only
send gradients larger than a predefined constant threshold,
but the predefined threshold is hard to determine.
Message Exchange Algorithm Cluster computing
resources are restricted by bandwidth and updating strate-
gies. Ring Allreduce( [15]) is an algorithm with constant
communication cost. The limit of the system is determined
only by the slowest connection between GPUs, which is
an ideal solution for large model with large amounts of
data exchange. The algorithm proceeds an allgather op-
eration after the scatter-reduce operation. Scatter-reduce
operation would exchange the data and every GPU would
ends up with a chunk of the final result. Allgather step
will exchange those chunks ending up with the complete
final result. [20] improve the cluster performance with
incremental update to solve the communication overhead
through the network which has better performance on
the traditional machine learning solutions like svm and
logistic regression, but models like ResNet [21] does not
have better performance comparing to single ring allreduce
approaches.
III. System Implementation
A. Ring Structure
The traditional parameter sever mode has two parts of
communication. The node should first propagate the data
to the parameter server to perform operations like sum and
average( [7], [22]). Then the parameter server broadcasts
the processed gradient to the node server. This process
limited by the increase of the number of node where
both the calculation and communication bandwidth are
highly required. The ring structure has less communication
operations than the conventional structure.
A Random Node
Sparse Index(Index =  !! > threshold)
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Fig. 1. Algorithm Topology Structure
Fig 1 has presented the topology of the traditional
structure and ring structure. For the ring structure, since
there is no central node, we randomly select serveral
number of nodes to get the gradient importance to ensure
the sparseness of the gradient.
B. Importance Weighted Pruning
Deep gradient compression( [14]) has reduce the commu-
nication bandwidth by cutting down redundant gradients.
[14] considered the sparse update strategy as important
gradients. However, we have observed that the redundant
gradients would also make an adverse effort on training,
which called the staleness effect. Utilizing the characteris-
tics of deep learning training process seems to have better
performance on speed up training rate [16]. We solve
this problem by sending the important gradients which
depending on how much it can change the weight. And
we set a threshold to determine which gradients should be
transmitted. But a simple important gradient pruning can
not adapted to the ring reduce. As the gradient reduce in
ring, the sparseness of the gradient will continue to drop.
To solve this problem, we randomly choose a node and
broadcast its important gradient index, then reduce the
important grad on each node.
Distributed training with vanilla momentum SGD on N
training nodes follows,
gt = mgt−1 +
N∑
k=1
(5k,t), ωt+1 = ωt − ηgt (1)
where m is the momentum, N is the number of training
nodes, and 5k,t = 1NB 5 f(x, ωk,t), B is the batchsize, x
is the data sampled from χ at iteration t, η is the learning
rate.
After T iterations, the change for i-th layer weight w(i)
could be changed as follows,
ω
(i)
t+T = ω
(i)
t −η(...+(
T−2∑
τ=0
mτ )5(i)k,t+1+(
T−1∑
τ=0
mτ )5(i)k,t) (2)
In our approach, the important gradients will be trans-
mitted and the residual will accumulated local with mo-
mentum. So, the momentum SGD with important gradient
is changed as follow,
st = sparse(mgt−1 + gt), ω˜t+1 = ωt − ηst (3)
As the update function shows, the parameter becomes
differ, but in our algorithm, we choose the gradient which
change the parameter greatly. So we could assume ωt+1 ≈
ω˜t+1, and this assumption would yield that st ≈ gt, follow
this assumption, consider the i-th layer weight update
after T iterations, the change in ω(i) will as same as in
Equation 2.
C. Random Gradient Selection
Gradient staleness can slow down convergence and de-
grade model performance. In our experiment, most of the
parameters are updated between 100-300 steps. The dated
gradient will lead to errors in the direction of parameter
update. Therefore, the gradient not greater than threshold
have a certain probability to update, which can resist the
influence of gradient staleness to some extent.
P (update) = gradient importance
threshold
D. Layer-wise Solution
In large-scale distributed cluster training, we have ob-
served that not every layer contributes the same contri-
bution, which explain the false frozen layer phenomena
that after serveral training epochs, the parameters in some
particular layer do not update. The mean and variance
of the importance of each layer of gradient have certain
differences. Determine the importance of each layer of
Algorithm 1: Importance Weighted Pruning
Input: dataset χ
the number of nodes N
optimization function SGD
layer parameters ω = ω[0], ω[1], ..., ω[M ],
batch size B per node
1 for t = 1, 2, . . . do
2 Sample data x from χ
3 ωk = ωk + 1
NB
5 f(x;ωt)
4 for j = 0, 1,
. . . ,M do
5 choose threshold : thr
6 choose random node : r1, r2,
. . . rn
7 Maskri ←
∣∣∣5ωkr
ωkr
∣∣∣ > thr
8 AllGather (encodeuint8(Maskri))
9 Mask = ORMaskri
10 G˜kt [j]←5ωk Mask
11 Gkt [j]←5ωk  ¬Mask
12 Gkt [j] For local accumulation
13 Ring all reduce 5˜ωk =
∑
G˜kt
N
14 ωt+1 ← SGD(ωt, Gt)
gradients and send important gradients out for updates.
Unimportant gradient local accumulation.
threshold =
{
αepoch + βepoch × varmean ( varmean > C)
αepoch − βepoch × varmean ( varmean > C)
(4)
Choosing varmean as the factor to hyperparameter to
determine the threshold is because we observe that the
larger the variance of the gradient importance, the more
disordered the gradient and the farther away from the nor-
mal distribution, which is not conducive to convergence.
so it is necessary to increase the threshold of the gradient
importance. When it means very large, the gradient of this
layer is very important, and it is beneficial for the update
of the parameters, so the threshold needs to be lowered. At
this point, introduce an appropriate threshold can speed
up the convergence of the model which determined by
mean and variance of the gradient importance.
We can infer that the αepoch hyperparameter is related
to epoch at the epoch perspective. αepoch can be set to
a constant within a certain epoch interval, for example,
αepoch is a constant in epoch 0 to 20 interval. However,
epoch 20 variance/mean ratio changes drastically which
should slightly adjust the degree of compression. Using
−βepoch× variancemean ( variancemean < C) to cut down the threshold
otherwise perform +βepoch × variancemean ( variancemean < C) to
add up the threshold to compress as many gradients as
possible.
IV. Experiments
A. Experiments Settings
We validate our approach on image classification task.
We have tested ResNet50 and AlexNet on ImageNet and
Fig. 2. the distribution of gradient importance(convolutional layer)
Fig. 3. the distribution of gradient importance(batch normalization
layer)
ResNet101 on CIFAR10. In this process, we has imple-
mented warm-up training and local gradient clip. In our
experiments, we regulated the importance of the threshold
in different steps. We have set our threshold to 0.005,
0.01, 0.05, 0.1. We evaluate the reduction in the network
bandwidth by the gradient compression ratio based on the
work of [14].
GradientCompressionRatio = size[encode(sparse(G
k))]
size[Gk]
Because some gradients cannot be updated, in our
method, if the importance of the gradient is less than
the threshold, we will let the gradient be updated with
a certain probability. This probability is positively related
to the importance of the gradient.
In our experiments, we have analysis the variance of
importance of the hierarchical gradients distribution. In
order to prevent the gradient staleness, we determine the
probability of updating the gradient
Fig. 4. The var
mean
ofthedownsampleforthefirstlayer
B. Model Result and anlysis
We have tested resnet50 on ImageNet dataset on our
experiment environment which Adopting ring-reduce net-
work topology structure that has 96 nodes. Each node has
only one GTX1080ti.
TABLE I
Comparison of gradient compression ratio on ImageNet
Dataset
Model Training Method Top-1 Accuracy Compress Ratio
AlexNet Baseline 58.17% 1×
TernGrad 57.28% 8×
Fix Threshold 57.98% 64×
Layerwise Threshold 58.19% 53×
Resnet50 Baseline 76.09% 1×
Fix Threshold 76.26% 58.8×
Layerwise Threshold 76.31% 47.6×
We can observe that our proposed method can guar-
antee the speed increase under the condition of ensuring
a certain precision. In the compression efficiency for the
gradient, we can achieve an improvement of about 58
times, and in the case of layering, It can also achieve a
47.6 times improvement.
We also observed that [14] was performed in our exper-
imental environment, and when performing loop propaga-
tion, the original sparse gradient would become denser.
C. Network bandwidth analysis
In our approach, we have significantly reduce the band-
width communication. In Figure 7, we have observed that
in the traditional structure, the Networks I/O bandwidth
is close to full load. And easily tell the difference between
Figure 7 and Figure 8, we have significantly reduce the
Networks I/O.
We can guaranteed the effective communication speed
on Gigabit with our importance weighted pruning strat-
egy.
Fig. 5. Accuracy of ResNet-50 on ImageNet
Fig. 6. Loss of ResNet-50 on ImageNet
V. Conclusion
We propose a new algorithm for measuring the impor-
tance of gradients on large-scale cluster implementing ring
all-reduce based on the size of the ratio of parameter
calculation gradient to parameter value which has speed
up the training process and persevering inference accu-
racy. We made a large-scale deep learning training cluster
without using Infiniband. The redundant gradient takes up
bandwidth and affect the training process. Our importance
weighted pruning on ring all-reduce solution would solve
adverse effects of redundant gradient and fully utilize the
bandwidth without deficiency when the number of nodes
grows.
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